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Seventh Edition of today's technique: Car engines - this comprehensive training package is designed to develop
automotive skills in both. Fascinating and detail discussed the device and functions of cars. Practical tasks make it

possible to consolidate the knowledge gained. The book will be interesting to the cadets of driving schools and
students of senior courses of technical universities. Content: I. Introduction. Car device. II. Power plants. III. Power
and ignition systems. IV. Carburetors. V. Route. Vi. Chip tuning. VII. Replacing the engine. VIII. Excess pressure in

cylinders. IX. Mass flow sensor. X. Security measures. Attention! Right answers to all questions at the end of the
book. This manual was created in order to help you save your time and money on car repair. After starting the car,

over the first few years, there is no need for repair and diagnostics of complex car systems.Proper and timely
maintenance of the car will maintain its functionality and durability. If you are a car enthusiast, you will find

answers to many of your questions. AvtoKniga is the first specialized textbook in Ukraine on diagnostics, repair and
operation of vehicles. In this publication you will find complete information on vehicle systems, you will be aware
of the rules for maintenance. And most importantly, it will be your best assistant in difficult situations on the road.

So that you do not waste your time, the AutoReader car directory will duplicate information about your
malfunctions at various car maintenance services. Your mechanic, all the time busy with repairs, will not be

distracted for a second by you, and there will not be enough time for service, tuning, searching for spare parts. We
hope that our vast driving experience, exclusive methods, mutual assistance and the ability to cope with the most
incredible situations on the road will make your car trip better, safer, and most importantly, more economical.

There are many reasons why automotive literature is often found on the shelves and cabinets of other bookstores: 1.
Not very profitable. With the high cost of books, their subscription is more expensive than the content. 2. Not all

manufacturers know which book to choose. We have already created several books. Moreover, each book published
by us is a continuation of books already published before. 3. You don't know
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